Explore two millennia

of global Catholic thought,
tradition, and culture.
Part of Theology & Religion Online, Library of Catholic Thought will bring together an
array of reference works, including a highly anticipated revised edition of the Jerome Biblical
Commentary, monographs, primary texts, and images to provide a digital research solution
for the study of Catholic tradition across Theology, Biblical Studies, Religious Studies,
Patristics, Church History, Philosophy, and the Arts. Offering a uniquely holistic structure
and providing an unparalleled breadth and depth of both primary and secondary content, it
is the first resource to address Catholic thought as it stems from the three core strands of
Catholic teaching: the catechism, the lectionary, and the missal.
Building upon Bloomsbury’s prestigious Catholic legacy imprints, primary text collections,
and leading scholarly titles, it provides a wide variety of content types to meet the needs of
students and researchers at all levels — from introductory readings on key concepts to
in-depth Biblical exegesis.

Content Highlights
The New Jerome Biblical Commentary: Second Revised Edition — A new edition of
this major reference work, digitally exclusive to Library of Catholic Thought
Handbooks of Catholic Theology — A major international textbook series under the
general editorship of Christoph Cardinal Schönborn of Vienna, these five volumes cover
key topics such as liturgy and church history
Reference works, dictionaries, and sourcebooks — Seminal reference works and
primary texts brought to the digital environment with updated prefaces, user guides, and
specially commissioned content.
An ebook collection — Featuring titles titles on Catholic theology, key thinkers, and
socio-cultural concerns
Images — 500 images of Catholic artwork, manuscripts, and other artifacts

Benefits for Research and Learning
A cross-searchable collection of primary texts from key figures, Councils, and
movements, spanning nearly two thousand years of intellectual tradition.
A global approach to Catholic thought, culture and history, with international coverage
supplemented by licensing and newly commissioned articles.
Image collections which document the global influence of Catholic thought across
written and artistic cultures throughout the centuries.

Library of Catholic Thought is available for free institutional trials.
Please contact our online sales department for more information on how to subscribe:
Americas: OnlineSalesUS@bloomsbury.com
Australia and New Zealand: OnlineSalesANZ@bloomsbury.com
UK, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia: OnlineSalesUK@bloomsbury.com

www.theologyandreligiononline.com

